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A new addition to Focal’s FPX amplifier range
In 2016, Focal launched the FPX amplifiers, situated within the Performance range. Combining a 
compact design, musicality and high performance power, these amplifiers enabled us to firmly  
establish ourselves in the electronics market. In order to offer a complete range of hi-fi amplifiers, and 
to meet the expectations of audio enthusiasts looking for a practical solution for all types of audio 
installations, Focal is adding a new 5-channel amplifier, the FPX 5.1200 to the FPX line.

EasiEr installation with a nEw 
high-pErformancE amplifiEr:

with front and rear speaker drivers, and a subwoofer for 
the bass, a car audio system may require several amplifiers. 
this makes installations more complex in terms of wiring, 
particularly when it comes to the power supply. Using 
several amplifiers makes integration even more difficult, 
particularly when you want to make the most of your 
boot space. with our new 5-channel fpX 5.1200 amplifier, 
focal resolves all these problems, offering a complete and 
powerful installation.

EXtEnsivE rEsEarch for 
UnprEcEdEntEd powEr in a 

compact EnclosUrE
delivering very high power from such a compact enclosure 
is a true challenge. the more heat an amplifier produces, 
the higher the risk of distortion affecting the system’s 
musicality. By using class d technology, focal has reduced 
the need for heat dissipation for its fpX range. however, in 
order to achieve high efficiency and to optimise reliability, 
fpX amplifiers required extensive research: selection of 
the best components, a thick aluminum chassis, very 
precise positioning of the components, monitoring heat 
dissipation with a thermal camera and accelerated aging 
tests in draconian conditions. focal’s goal is to offer 
electronics equipment which is very compact and powerful, 
but without sacrificing musicality. the dimensions of the 
5-channel fpX 5.1200 amplifier (337 x 175 x 57mm / 13.25"x 
6.8" x 2.25") are nearly the same as the fpX 4.400 sQ. 
the fpX 5.1200 has a maximum power of 4 x 120 watts  
+ 1 x 720 watts at 2 ohms!

EXtrEmEly vErsatilE: 
with the fpX 5.1200, installation of this hi-fi system is much 
easier as there’s only one amplifier and one power supply 
to fit into the vehicle. in order to control this 5-channel 
installation (with front and rear speaker drivers, and 
a subwoofer), the fpX 5.1200 features a wide range of 
settings. the input selector (2/4/6 channels) duplicates 
channels, meaning there will always be 5 output channels, 
even if the head unit only has one or two stereo outputs. 
for the main speaker drivers, each pair of channels has 
an adjustable active crossover. to perfectly tune the 
subwoofer to the rest of the installation, the bass channel 
has a low-pass active crossover, a bass equaliser, phase 
adjustment and a subsonic filter (particularly useful for 
cutting off frequencies which are too low for a small 
subwoofer). the remote control enables you to adjust the 
bass level from the driving seat depending on the type of 
music you’re listening to. stable at 4 and 2 ohms, this new 
fpX amplifier will drive most speaker drivers on the market 
with just the right amount of power: 4 x 75 watts + 1 x 420 
watts rms at 4 ohms (cEa standard). with the launch of 
the fpX 5.1200, focal now offers a full range of amplifiers, 
from the impulse ‘plug & play’ amplifier, to the audiophile 
fpX amplifier. through our compact fd amplifiers, focal 
is able meet the expectations of all those looking for a 
car audio amplifier. with its high power, great musicality 
and compact design, as well as being ideal for powering a 
complete installation with flax or K2 power speaker drivers, 
the fpX 5.1200 will meet all the expectations of hi-fi car 
audio enthusiasts. 
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aBoUt focal
for more than 35 years, focal has been recognised as a 
leader on the global stage for its high fidelity products. 
this french company based in saint-Étienne (loire 
department) manufactures speaker drivers, home 
audio and multimedia loudspeakers, car audio systems, 
monitoring loudspeakers and audiophile headphones. 
some of our loudspeakers and technologies have 
become world-renowned references in the hi-fi 
industry. 

all focal products are designed and developed in 
france: they benefit from 35 years of innovation in 
exclusive and patented acoustic technologies. we have 
chosen to continue manufacturing products ‘made in 
france’, where the quality and high standards of french 
workmanship place the brand above its competitors. a 
market leader in france, focal exports more than 80% 
of its production, mainly to Europe, north america and 
southeast asia.

in 2011, focal merged with naim audio limited, the 
leader of high-end electronics in the U.K. vervent audio 
group, the resulting holding company, has a turnover of 
over €85 millions.
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KEy fEatUrEs of thE fpX 5.1200
- only one amplifier for the entire hi-fi installation
- Easier to integrate and install
- compact design
- substantial power and great musicality
- Extremely versatile
- a dedicated subwoofer channel (+ remote control)


